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Abstract. We introduce the equivalent sources for the Helmholtz equation and establish their connections to the naturally induced sources for the sound-soft, sound-hard,
and impedance obstacles for the inverse scattering problems of the Helmholtz equation.
As two applications, we employ the naturally induced sources to improve the boundary integral equation formulations for the obstacle scattering problems, and develop
a unified, straightforward approach to establishing boundary conditions governing the
domain derivatives of scattered waves for the soft, hard, and impedance obstacles.
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Introduction

The subject of this paper is on the forward and inverse obstacle scattering problems for
the Helmholtz equation. We will introduce the notion of naturally induced sources in the
scattering by an obstacle, and use it to reformulate the standard boundary integral equations for the forward scattering problems. We also use it to establish a unified approach
to the domain derivatives for the inverse obstacle scattering problems.
An equivalent source for a time harmonic wave u0 in a domain D is made of monopoles,
dipoles, or their combination on the boundary which reproduces the wave in the domain.
The problems of determining the equivalent sources given u0 is referred to as the interior
(scattering) problems. There are three standard interior problems for the monopoles,
dipoles, and their linear combination.
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If the domain is the support of an obstacle, of sound-soft or sound-hard or impedance
type, the scattered wave can be expressed as the potential of the single or double or
combined layer, respectively. These monopole, dipole, and combined sources are referred
to as the naturally induced sources for the soft, hard, and impedance obstacles, respectively. Thus, for instance, double-layer potential for the exterior Neumann problem of the
Helmholtz equation employs the naturally induced (dipole) sources, whereas combined
potential for the exterior Dirichlet problem does not.
The interior-exterior connection. We will establish connections between these interior and exterior problems by identifying the naturally induced sources for the soft, hard,
impedance obstacles with the equivalent sources of monopole, dipole, combined types,
respectively. There are two applications of the interior-exterior connection.
Reformulate scattering problems. It is typical in the scattering problems that u0
arises from known sources outside D, so both u0 and ∂n u0 are available on the boundary.
We will make use of this flexibility and employ the equivalent sources to rewrite boundary
integral equations for the exterior problems. The reformulated problems are more convenient to solve, or their solution - once obtained - easier to process, than the standard
approaches.
Domain derivatives. The calculation of domain derivative, or more generally of the
Frechet derivative of the scattered wave with repect to perturbation to the bundary of
the obstacle, is an essential step for the inverse obstacle problem. With the help of the
equivalent sources, we will present a unified, straightforward approach to establishing
boundary conditions for the domain derivatives of the scattered waves off the soft, hard,
and impedance obstacles. The domain derivatives for these three scattering problems, and
for the transmission problem, have already been characterized by a number of authors,
initiated by the work of Kirsch [3]; see Haddar and Kress [4] for a quite complete description
of the existing work.
Organization of paper. Section 2 provides preliminary tools. Section 3 introduces the
equivalent sources and naturally induced sources, and makes the interior-exterior connection. In Section 4 we reformulate the obstacle scattering problems. Section 5 presents
a straightforward, unified approach to calculating the boundary values of the domain
derivatives for the soft, hard, and impedance obstacles.
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Analytic machinery

Let D be a domain and k > 0 be the wave number. Throughout the paper, we work with
smooth boundary ∂D; we also assume that the incident wave u0 is generated by sources
away from the boundary, so that the classical theory for layer potentials holds and that the
scattering solutions are smooth. This section summarizes basic facts for layer potentials
and perturbational properties of the boundary ∂D.

